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Chapter 1 : End-Time Babylon's Components - Dragon, Beast & False Prophet
False Discoveries and True Science by Bruno Van de Casteele February 14, Last month the science sections of various
media were ablaze with the "discovery" of a.

In such a situation the Holy Father does not need our applause and flattery, but rather â€” resistance. He denies
the reality of Hell. Antichrist will assume the role of Messias; his prophet will act the part of Pope. He speaks
about global warming, following your dreams, immigration, and religious tolerance but does not, even once,
say the Name of Jesus. Inter-religious Dialogue to promote his prayer intentions. The video features a Rabbi,
an Islamic leader, and a Buddhist Lama. In just one year Pope Francis said Jesus "made Himself the devil";
joked that the Holy Trinity is "always arguing"; issued a stamp with the image of Martin Luther; claimed that
"God cannot be God without man"; advocated for changing translation of the "Our Father" prayer; and much
more. Each quote, headline, and news story in the video is dated and sourced. A short video showing how
False Prophet Pope Francis cunningly uses the mainstream media to accomplish his goals. What the Vatican
tried to deny yesterday manifests as the dark truth when the time is right. The Vicar of the World continues to
make preparations for the nightmarish reign of Antichrist. Satan will recruit him from among our bishops. He
prepares for Antichrist. See the nightmare behind the increasingly desperate PR moves of this false papacy.
See the monstrous wolf behind the white costume. He takes selfies, has been on the covers of Rolling Stone,
Time Magazine, the Advocate, Vanity Fair, embraced social media, and much more. No God the Father. He
lobbies for the environment while polluting the true faith. Saint Paul writes in 1 Corinthians "Love never fails.
Catholics firmly believe that the Eucharist is really and truly the Body of Jesus Christ. See the New Word
Order Pope be glorified by celebrities and mainstream media. The content of the video is opposed to verses of
Holy Scripture. Do you drive a humble car, wear black shoes, ever pay your own hotel bill? A look at the
publicity stunts and photo ops that have created the Cult of Personality that is False Prophet Pope Francis.
First Malvenda, who writes expressly on the subject, states as the opinion of Ribera, Gaspar Melus, Biegas,
Suarrez, Bellarmine and Bosius that Rome shall apostatise from the faith, drive away the Vicar of Christ and
return to its ancient paganism. Other strange ties and associations to freemasonry. Expanded analysis and
commentary on some strange and troubling statements and heresies of Francis, such as "Who am I to judge?
Pope Francis, working to be bigger than Jesus? Opus Dei member and former FOX News correspondent now
media advisor to the Vatican Attacks on anyone who may oppose or dare voice disagreement with Pope
Francis, including the firing of reporters.
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Our material is available in our efforts to advance understanding of issues of Salvation and Spiritual
significance. Seek and you will find, said Jesus. As the record goes: I am Simon Brown. Adverts are not
owned by me Simon Brown. I am no longer a Trinitarian, and an independent researcher in no denomination.
Anyone with ears to hear should listen and understand! And as Jesus has said: Trinitarians please read
Hebrews 5: About this we have much to say, and it is hard to explain, since you have become dull of hearing.
For though by this time you ought to be teachers, you need someone to teach you again the basic principles of
the oracles of God. You need milk, not solid food. False Prophets and Teachers 1 But false prophets also arose
among the people, just as there will be false teachers among you, who will secretly bring in destructive
heresies, even denying the Master who bought them, bringing upon themselves swift destruction. Their
condemnation from long ago is not idle, and their destruction is not asleep. Dear friends, just to remind you, as
I am a human being, I am capable of making mistakes. But examine everything carefully; hold fast to that
which is good. Here we look at some Interesting Facts. This is a subject I have been fascinated with and have
studied for many years. Just in case your not familiar with Enoch, Josephus and Luke Website for this image
crystalinks. And now behold the souls of those who are dead, cry out. And complain even to the gate of
heaven. Enoch confirms the men who were killed by the evil giants in the days of Noah were dead and yet
there souls were crying and complained to God about the evil giants taking their lives. He came from five
generations of distinguished priests and his mother claimed descent from the Maccabeans. He was well
educated and mixed with all the notable thinkers of his day, thereby honing his natural gifts of memory and
good judgement. He acquainted himself with the leading Jewish politico-religious party of the time, consisting
chiefly of Pharisees and Sadducees, and was to later record the destruction of Jerusalem in AD His writings
gave important insights into first century Judaism, and were eventually translated by William Whiston. He
wrote books called Antiquities of the Jews, and I found many of his verses lent weight to my own views, some
of which I offer here: The Rich Man and Lazarus Luke Commentary by Simon Brown. The rich man looks up
to see Abraham, and Lazarus and Abraham look down onto him. Some people who believe that Heaven and
Hades are non-physical entities, detached from our mortal world, have likened this story to a parable. The
implication being that Jesus is describing what Hades might feel like rather than an accurate representation of
an actual place. Hades or Sheol we understand is a place for departed souls rather than a place of burial for if
this was not the case dialogue between Abraham and Lazarus could not have happened. But this story is quite
different from other parables told by Jesus, not least because here he uses real people. Annas the High priest,
the ruling power behind the Sadducees responsible later for the arrest, trial and crucifixion of Jesus. Annas is
the father of 5 sons who met Jesus face to face and wanted Jesus dead, he had power and authority through his
position. He and his gang denied the resurrection of the body in Mat Could this be the same five brother in
laws the rich man was trying to reach? It is certainly a coincidence. Jesus puts them straight and makes it very
clear to them saying that our souls do not die by saying: We then see that Jesus raises the same Lazarus from
Hades in John 11 and wonderfully proves them wrong in proving the soul does not die. AS we continue on
from Part 1 in exploring the story of Lazarus I mention this story told by Jesus himself in this article because it
tells a story of the afterlife that we have a soul that departs from our bodies and lives on after death. Agreeing
with the remarkable stories told by so many NDE patients. These experiences of NDEs have been reported by
just as many children as adults and stories of them go back as far as Paul who wrote half of the New
Testament. NDEs were widely reported even before they became known to a mass audience through Raymond
Moody,s book Life after Life. And with the high tech hospitals more people who would normally die are
brought back to life with the biggest shock ever the electric shock. Some who have met relatives there
children, and, even Jesus there to welcome them in. What could be better? Is it a dream you may ask? They
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then realise it Is not a dream as they feel their souls being sucked back into their cold bodies with great
disappointment, and what is very interesting here, is nearly all who experience a NDE are transformed into a
new person, they become more compassionate, loving, caring and many quite religious, they then realise there
is more to life and a reason for life. The atheist doctor who has just resuscitated the patient after telling their
story becomes more alarmed and shaken than the patient themselves. Many Doctors nurses and surgeons are
continuously reminded that they could be wrong about life after death. That there could be a God and this God
is trying to reach them. Well let me tell you there really is a God a heaven and a hell just as Enoch, Josephus
and Jesus stated. If you believe that the crazy theory that teaches NDEs are just hallucinations caused by
starvation of oxygen to the brain cells then you may need more oxygen yourself which may help you to
understand your thinking is wrong. Doctors completely puzzled How is it that doctors are now completely
puzzled after hearing their patient tell them that as soon as their heart stops and the patient hears their doctor
say they have flat lined, meaning the patient is clinically dead yet the dead patient tells them that they were
watching the whole thing from the ceiling after floating out of there body. Maria and Tennis Shoe. How is it a
patient who had a NDE called Maria told the doctors and nurses that she floated out of her body and hovered
around the hospital and saw a tennis shoe on a window ledge that had never been seen and could not be seen
elsewhere. Pam Reynolds And just recently a new story that blew a hole in the hallucinations theory which
became famous because of Pam Reynolds an American singer who watched the surgeons remove her skull
with great detail and then moving in to a bright glowing realm. The doctors literally killed her by draining her
blood from her head to be able to remove an aneurysm from her brain. After being clinically dead for 1 hour
and then pumping her blood back into her head to bring her back to life. Pam told the surgeons about the
surgical tools used on her and words spoken in the theatre about her to be remarkably accurate. The surgeons
were left scratching their heads. In , at the age of 35, she had a near-death experience NDE during a brain
operation. Interestingly, while in this state, she encountered the "deepest" NDE of all. She made several
observations about the procedure which later were confirmed by medical personnel as surprisingly accurate.
Pamela Reynolds Lowery died of heart failure at the age of 53 -- May 22, This famous near-death experience
is considered by many to be proof of the reality of the survival of consciousness after death, and of a life after
death. Pam Reynolds became a born again Christian. If NDEs are hallucinations then why is Dr Parnia using a
technique called hidden target, in certain hospitals? He is placing pictures on high shelves which are invisible
both to patients and staff. They are placed in a position where only a floating soul Departing from a body
moving towards the ceiling could see them. It is always important to read and research what the experts say
who have no personal agenda and do not believe in God, like Sam Parnia who is an Assistant professor of
medicine at the State University of New York at Stony Brook. Sam Parnia has proved the hallucinations
theory is incorrect. And the Near Death Experiences, are puzzling and real. For many I am very sad to say it
will not matter what evidence they or any one provides there will always be sceptics and scoffers. Knowing
this first, that there shall come in the last days scoffers, walking after their own lusts,2 Peter 3: I have many
friends and even my own mother and father in law are not in any way interested in things that may prove there
is life after death. Which means they will not know the truth until they die. And then it will be to late.
Fortunately for us the Bible also suggest something else. That if we are still alive it is not too late to seek out
God, to hear his words and repent for our sins. Where your soul ultimately ends up is still entirely up to you:
As I stated above. After an encounter with Jesus Christ he became a follower of Jesus, and one of the most
famous teachers in the New Testament. Paul was stoned to death and had an experience of Heaven, all
recorded in the Bible, before being raised back to life. Many Bible scholars also believe that Paul visited
Heaven after his stoning. This is described in 2 Corinthians Fourteen years ago I was taken up to Heaven for a
visit. How can you keep or reserve something if there is no soul that lives on to reserve or keep for the day of
judgment? Jesus himself also told us of a story of the afterlife in the rich man and the beggar Lazarus that we
have a soul that departs from our bodies and lives on after death. And as we have read above. All the people
above have the same story. All the people above say the same thing All the people above confirm with one
another. This one verse makes it absolutely clear and simple Just as I believe Jesus would want it to be and
understand. But rather fear Him who is able to destroy both soul and body in hell. God is not a God of dead
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men, but of living. There is not the slightest intimation here that the soul sleeps, or rather, that there is no soul.
Therefore we are always confident, knowing that, whilst we are at home in the body, we are absent from the
Lord:
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NADH and FADH2 are both electron carriers that donate their electrons to the electron transport chain. The electrons
ultimately reduce O2 to water in the final step of electron transport.

Certain Trinitarians Bible scholars, who I have been debating for some time over the trinity doctrine, believe
they can take advantage of my disabilities, being dyslexic and having no education. Let me prove how
Trinitarians continually contradict themselves and their own faith and do not even understand what they
believe. Here is a Trinitarian web site. What is the doctrine of the Trinity? What does it say? What does it
Mean That God is a Trinity? The doctrine of the Trinity means that there is one God who eternally exists as
three distinct Persons - the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. Stated differently, God is one in essence and three in
person. These definitions express three crucial truths: Which is clearly and easy to understand. All the
Trinitarian websites say the same: The Trinity means that there is one God. And then on the other hand say:
Now lets have a look at what God and His Son say. So GOD Himself says: Friend, if you have a Trinitarian
friend, then do not be deceived as 1 John 4: You will then hear them say: Then ask a Trinitarian friend: By
doing this simple test, you will then make a new discovery, and learn the truth. And Trinitarians do not
understand what they believe. Trinitarians will also tell you: We cannot possibly comprehend GOD. Then tell
them about 1 Corinthians For God is not a God of confusion but of peace. As in all the churches of the saints.
Also remind Trinitarians we do not need to study Greek, as many of them say or be a scientist, all we need to
understand, is the very simple teachings of what Jesus said, and believe the very simple teachings of what
Jesus said, when He said countless times: And never did Jesus claim to be the GOD. We do not need to be a
scientist to understand the Trinity theory is a loony theory. You only need to be a simple person like me on the
street to see the Trinity theory is truly loony. This brings us to the end of this title. The answer to this is clearly
revealed by the lips of the Trinitarians themselves. While their doctrine says the Father is not the Spirit, the
Scripture indicates the Father is the Spirit. Even if only one point of the eight is wrong the entire doctrine is
also wrong. And if we hold the Bible to always be true then the doctrine of the Trinity is proven to be
necessarily and absolutely false whether any given individual or group of individuals likes it or not. The
Trinity On Trial https:
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is the trinity true or false? Dear friends for months, every day and night I have been doing some serious deep explosive
research, including having 's of debates with Trinitarian Bible Teachers and Scholars while demanding real explanations
on the doctrine of the TRINITY.

This list looks at ten of the more fascinating cases of scientific falsehoods from history. The theory said that
human settlement caused a permanent increase in rainfall â€” thus enabling man to move to areas previously
considered arid. It is this 19th century theory that brought about the settlement of the Great Plains previously
known as the Great American Desert , and parts of South Australia. The theory was eventually refuted by
climatologists, and in the settled areas of South Australia, drought brought an end to the attempted settlements.
One of the strongest supporters of the concept was Houston Stewart Chamberlain British born posthumous
son-in-law of composer Richard Wagner who went on to become one of the leading theorists behind the
development of the Nazi Party in Germany. The Egyptian alchemists discovered the formulas for making
mortar, glass, and cosmetics. From Egypt it eventually spread to the rest of the Ancient world and led to
modern alchemy in which men would try to turn metals into gold, to conjure up genies, and perform all
manner of bizarre not-so-science-like activities. While it has contributed in some ways to modern science, the
discipline of true science caused the death of alchemy which could not stand up to the rigorous testing of its
pseudoscience. Maps of the time show a large island on the left of the land mass and California continued to
appear this way even into the 18th century. There was at the time also a rumor that California was an earthly
paradise like the Garden of Eden or Atlantis. A romance novel from describes it thus: Know, that on the right
hand of the Indies there is an island called California very close to the side of the Terrestrial Paradise; and it is
peopled by black women, without any man among them, for they live in the manner of Amazons.
Interestingly, it is likely that within 25 million years, Baja California and part of Southern California really
will separate from North America due to tectonic plate movement. The view was universally embraced in
Ancient Greece and very similar ideas were held in Ancient China. The idea was supported by the fact that the
sun, stars, and planets appear to revolve around Earth, and the physical perception that the Earth is stable and
not moving. This was combined with the belief that the earth was a sphere; belief in a flat earth was well gone
by the 3rd century BC. The geocentric model was eventually displaced with the work of of Copernicus,
Galileo, and Kepler in the 16th Century. It was believed that the right balance of these four humors made a
person healthy but an excess or decrease in any one of these would cause illness. Because of this belief,
treatments of sickness would include bloodletting, purges, and emetics. Occasionally a mixture of herbs would
be used to restore the balance. The humors were also applied to foods â€” for example wine was choleric
yellow bile. The concept of humors was not replaced until when Rudolf Virchow published theories of cellular
pathology. Vitalism has a long history in medical philosophies â€” and it has ties to the four humors. The
concept is as can be expected completely rejected by most mainstream scientists. For many years this idea was
used to explain congenital disorders and birth defects. Maternal Impression was used to explain the disorder
suffered by the Elephant Man: Depression was also explained in this manner. If a mother had moments of
strong sadness during pregnancy, it was believed that her child would ultimately suffer from depression in
later life. Genetic theory caused the almost complete eradication of this belief in the 20th century. It was
believed that when an object burned, it released its phlogiston an element without taste, mass, odor or color
and left behind a powdery substance called calx what we now know to be oxide. Objects that burned in air
were considered to be rich in phlogiston and the fact that a fire burned out when oxygen was removed was
seen as proof that oxygen could only absorb a limited amount of the substance. This theory also led to the idea
that the human need to breathe had a sole function which was to remove phlogiston from the body. He
bizarrely believed that life arose from inanimate matter for example, maggots come spontaneously from
rotting meat. Proponents of this view virtually everyone used the Bible as a source of evidence, due to the fact
that God made man from dust. However, the view did exist before Christianity and Aristotle said, in no
uncertain terms, that some animals grow spontaneously and not from other animals of their kind. Earlier
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believers had to come up with some pretty strange ideas to make their theory work: Before we laugh too hard
at the ancients, we should note that many Scientists right up to the 19th century believed this, and some even
wrote recipe books for making animals. One such recipe to make a scorpion calls for basil, placed between
two bricks and left in sunlight. The theory was not finally put to rest until , when Louis Pasteur proved it
wrong once and for all.
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False Discoveries of the Elusive Alpha The term "alpha" represents the difference between the return on an investment
and the return, which could have been achieved in an index with identical risk exposure, quantifying a fund manager's
skill.

Some less reputable media I saw in print even had it without a doubt: To be clear, no such planet was
discovered. A discovery, especially of a planet in our solar system, would entail photographs or data
indicating its existence with a very high degree of certainty. There was no such solid proof. Instead, Professor
Mike Brown and Dr. Konstantin Batygin, researchers at Caltech, have published "evidence" that there could
be a very large object at the edge of the Solar System 5, times larger than Pluto. The word "evidence" was
used in a recent phys. But it was not a "discovery. Some doubts have already been formulated by other
scientists. The principle of their calculations is that the elliptical orbits of six large objects in the Kuiper Belt
the outermost region of the Solar System, full of small and large icy debris are all aligned at one end in a
highly improbable way. Their orbits are also tilted with respect to the plane of the other eight planets in our
system in the same way. After trying out several models, they found that a large object traveling a particular
elliptical path 13â€”26, billion km from the sun, is a stable model to explain these observations They seem to
have done a decent work, and they are making predictions that can be tested and verified. Researchers will be
searching for it with the Subaru telescope in Hawaii, and may use other means of direct detection as well.
Furthermore, now that the paper is published, other astronomers will vet it, possibly finding errors or
corroborating the calculations. That is exactly how science works and how it should work. It is therefore a bit
sad to see media running away with words like "discovery" and "evidence. Nor did it show up for its first
projected appearance in , or subsequent predictions by mystics and conspiracy mongers who claimed it would
arrive in , , , or Only time and decent science will tell. Skeptoid Media, a c 3 nonprofit Show Your Support
The Skeptoid weekly science podcast is a free public service from Skeptoid Media, a c 3 educational
nonprofit. This show is made possible by financial support from listeners like you. If you like this
programming, please become a member.
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True or False: You must object to discovery if the objection's applicability was unknown at the time it was made and
objections may be supplemented in that regard. True An objection obscured by numerous unfounded objections is
waived absent good cause shown.

The object of differential analysis is to find those compounds that show abundance difference between
experiment groups, thereby signifying that they may be involved in some biological process of interest to the
researcher. Due to chance, there will always be some difference in abundance between groups. However, it is
the size of this difference in comparison to the variance i. Thus, if the difference is large but the variance is
also large, then the difference may not be significant. On the other hand, a small difference coupled with a
very small variance could be significant. We use Anova tests to formalise this calculation. The tests return a
p-value that takes into account the mean difference and the variance and also the sample size. The p-value is a
measure of how likely you are to get this compound data if no real difference existed. Therefore, a small
p-value indicates that there is a small chance of getting this data if no real difference existed and therefore you
decide that the difference in group abundance data is significant. By small we usually mean a probability of 0.
What are q-values, and why are they important? False positives A positive is a significant result, i. A false
positive is when you get a significant difference where, in reality, none exists. As I mentioned above, the
p-value is the chance that this data could occur given no difference actually exists. So, choosing a cut off of 0.
The multiple testing problem When we set a p-value threshold of, for example, 0. In other words, although we
have found a statistically significant result, there is, in reality, no difference in the group means. For example,
if there are compounds in an experiment and we apply an Anova or t-test to each, then we would expect to get
i. This is known as the multiple testing problem. Many traditional techniques such as the Bonferroni correction
are too conservative in the sense that while they reduce the number of false positives, they also reduce the
number of true discoveries. The False Discovery Rate approach is a more recent development. This approach
also determines adjusted p-values for each test. However, it controls the number of false discoveries in those
tests that result in a discovery i. Because of this, it is less conservative that the Bonferroni approach and has
greater ability i. Another way to look at the difference is that a p-value of 0. An FDR adjusted p-value or
q-value of 0. The latter will result in fewer false positives. The FDR approach is optimised by using
characteristics of the p-value distribution to produce a list of q-values. In what follows, I will tie up some ideas
and hopefully this will help clarify what we have been saying about p and q values. It is usual to test many
hundreds or thousands of compound variables in a metabolomics experiment. Each of these tests will produce
a p-value. The p-values take on a value between 0 and 1 and we can create a histogram to get an idea of how
the p-values are distributed between 0 and 1. Some typical p-value distributions are shown below. On the
x-axis, we have histogram bars representing p-values. Each bar has a width of 0. Similarly, the last bar
represents those p-values between 0. The height of each bar gives an indication of how many values are in the
bar. This is called a density distribution because the area of all the bars always adds up to 1. Although the two
distributions appear quite different, you will notice that they flatten off towards the right of the histogram. The
red or green bar represents the significant values, if you set a p-value threshold of 0. If there are no significant
changes in the experiment, you will expect to see a distribution more like that on the left above while an
experiment with significant changes will look more like that on the right. These are false positives, and shown
in red. Now, the q-value approach tries to find the height where the p-value distribution flattens out and
incorporates this height value into the calculation of FDR adjusted p-values. We can see this in the histogram
below. This approach helps to establish just how many of the significant values are actually false positives the
red portion of the green bar. Now, the q-values are simply a set of values that will lie between 0 and 1. Also, if
you order the p-values used to calculate the q-values, then the q-values will also be ordered. This can be seen
in the following screen shot from Progenesis CoMet; notice that q-values can be repeated: To interpret the
q-values, you need to look at the ordered list of q-values. There are compounds in this experiment. If we take
unknown compound as an example, we see that it has a p-value of 0. Recall that a p-value of 0. In this
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experiment, there are compounds with a value of 0. On the other hand, the q-value is 0. This is a much better
situation. We know that compounds have a q-value of 0. Just to reiterate, false positives according to p-values
take all values into account when determining how many false positives we should expect to see while
q-values take into account only those tests with q-values less than the threshold we choose. Of course, it is not
always the case that q-values will result in less false positives, but what we can say is that they give a far more
accurate indication of the level of false positives for a given cut-off value. When doing lots of tests, as in a
metabolomics experiment, it is more intuitive to interpret p and q values by looking at the entire list of values
in this way rather that looking at each one independently. In this way, a threshold of 0. When deciding on a
cut-off or threshold value, you should do this from the point of view of how many false positives will this
result in, rather than just randomly picking a p- or q-value of 0.
Chapter 7 : Skeptoid: False Discoveries and True Science
the true predictors so that the false negative proportion falls below 50% or true positive proportion (TPP) passes the
50% mark, the FDP has already passed 8% meaning that we have already made 9 false discoveries.

Chapter 8 : What are p-values, what are q-values, and why are they important?
true according to most enlightenment thinkers, the constitutional limitation of monarchic power was an essential
characteristic of decent government the most important shared ideals of the 18th century Enlightenment were reason,
liberty, and happiness.

Chapter 9 : 10 Debunked Scientific Beliefs Of The Past - Listverse
â€² is the proportion of false discoveries among the discoveries", suggested by Soric in , and is defined as: â€² = []. This
is a mixture of expectations and realizations, and has the problem of control for m 0 = m {\displaystyle m_{0}=m}.
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